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As a church we want to make it unequivocally clear that we support the demand of the 

students for zero increase of fees. We appreciate the fact that the President has listened and 

intervened effectively to avert a catastrophe. Strikes happening at this time would adversely affect the 

students’ readiness to write and be successful in their examinations. We call upon universities to scrap 

the fee increase as per the President’s announcement, and we call upon Government to increase 

financial support for universities to make this possible.  In view of the fact that Education was declared a 

top priority by the Government, purchasing of expensive jets for the President, the nuclear programme 

and continued expenditures on non-essential goods and services should be scrapped and money 

channel led to education. We also call for a clear programme for phasing out university fees, with time-

frames. We are mindful of the fact that it is impossible to scrap fees immediately, but such a programme 

will go a long way to give hope and cool the temperatures in this sector. We have witnessed the private 

sector and Government waiting to be pushed to a corner before coming up with reasonable and 

acceptable solutions. Let that not be the case with future challenges. 

As a church we also call upon the private sector to support our universities more. We would also want to 

extend our call to the banks to find ways of alleviating the burden on universities and students.  

VIOLENCE 

We want to make it clear that as a church we condemn in the strongest terms the use of violence as a 

means to achieve anything. We condemn the use of violence by students. We also call on the police to 

refrain from the use of excessive force. We call upon all concerned to use the most important, 

developed and effective tool , negotiations, to resolve these challenges. Our clergy are prepared to 

participate in these. 


